health to crime rates to housing conditions, Maril once again turns the statistical numbers into people, refusing to impersonalize his study. He then tackles the prevalent social myths that people readily accept and rarely scrutinize, explaining, "Myths that misrepresent and trivialize the poor so dominate personal socialization and public discourse that the poor themselves often hold tightly to them." Covering topics such as "the poor are lazy," "poor Oklahomans are minorities," "the poor cheat on welfare," and "the cost-of-living myth," Maril explains these commonly held beliefs and then works to disTom Joad Drawing by Thomas Hart Benton.
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Editions Club prove them. He concludes his study by providing information on how poverty is created and why it flourishes in Oklahoma; he then discusses current public policy in regards to the poor and what changes could be made to improve the situations of those in poverty.
Referring often to Tom Joad's continual presence in the lives of poor Oklahomans, Maril asserts, "He is for many, then, less a hillbilly, and embarrassment to the state, than a time-worn symbol of the rugged and ragged Okie who will, above all else, persevere." And similar to Steinbeck's own desire to return respect and dignity to the dust-bowl migrants, Maril's study demonstrates his enthusiasm for changing the prevalent perceptions of the poor in Oklahoma. By steadily focusing on personal stories rather than statistical data, he presents the reader with an intimate portrait of the lives of the impoverished. Although at times overly protective of the families in his study, Maril is careful not to misrepresent their situations. He is both informative and reflective, examining the implications of his research on society as a whole, and his recommendations for societal change are practical and well-considered. This book is valuable not only for people interested in sociology but also for those who have an interest in helping their fellow man. 
